








- an online database provided by 
CAS (Chemical Abstract Service), 
a division of ACS (American Chemical Society)
- provides information of
References (papers, conference papers, patents …)
Substances (containing all CAS Registry Number)
Reactions …
- requires one account per person
SciFinder Start-up Guidance
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You can move from one search category to the others.
For example, after you find a reference,




























Link to the full-text of this reference
* The full-text Hokkaido University does not subscribe is unavailable 





Search by experimental /
predicted properties
Search for multiple substances
at once by:
- CAS Registry Number
- common name
- product name ...
2. Overview
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Draw a chemical structure
and search by it
2. Overview
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Detailed Data of this substance below
2. Overview
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Draw chemical structures before / after a reaction


































































3. Helps and Tips
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Although the functions of this version are limited,
you can use it on your smartphone











3. Helps and Tips
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Hokkaido University holds the workshops
twice a year, usually in spring and fall
USE
SciFinder
AND
JOIN
the Workshop
on Oct. 16th
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